I. Call to Order – 5:02 PM

II. Pledge of Allegiance

III. Roll Call (P=Present, A=Absent, E=Execused)
   a. Sydney Lee - P
   b. Liz Sunday - P
   c. Connor Mathias - P
   d. Conal McNamara - P
   e. Katie Malek - P
   f. Stefan Rudel - P
   g. Sam Wisneski - P
   h. Daniel Dyer - P
   i. Amanda Grzybien - P
   j. Amaya Varela - E
   k. Ethiel Vega-Padilla - E
   l. Adyson Leonard - A
   m. Clarence Kinnard - P
   n. Dylan Schneider - P
   o. Emma Horvath - P
   p. Michael Kirsanov - P
   q. Seth Kochheiser - P
   r. Becky Eaton - P
   s. Robert Bavisotto - P
   t. Reed Heintzkill – P
   u. Silbi Isein - E

IV. Reports
   v. Sydney Lee – First faculty and the alumni board who want to make more of a partnership with SA.
   w. Liz Sunday – Has been updating the website.
   x. Connor Mathias – with Katie attended the UW-REPS meeting, will be on the governmental relations committee. Connor plugs some of the committees and tells the senate to contact him. He also talked to the Waukesha president about a possible hosting of the REPS meeting here for the Waukesha campus. Has been doing recruitment and hopes people will join his committee SLIC. Has a meeting with the Dean of Students and opens up for people to suggest things for the meeting.
   y. Conal McNamara – Has been recruiting, the corn roast went well. Will be moving the listening tour to December, is currently talking with the cultural center. Asks about awareness about the parking rules, he then explains that the new interpretation says that people must have a Wisconsin license plate and a driver’s license with their current address to receive a parking pass. Tomorrow will be the kickoff for the campus safety week, looking for someone to table with him.
   z. Katie Malek – Was at REPS and will be working on mental health initiative. Wants to make sure that the academic senators meet with her. Also continuing recruitment.
aa. **Stefan Rudel** – Has been looking at the eligibility reception for questions.

bb. **Sam Wisneski** – Has been working on social media, taking pictures, planning posts. Has also been focusing on marketing for the listening tour. Also plugs the brochure to help with recruitment and offers them to senators. Has also been working on website and getting new table cloth.

c. **Daniel Dyer** – Has helped at the corn roast, has been recruiting at that event.

d. **Amanda Grzybien** – Has done the corn roast.

e. **Clarence Kinnard** – Has been doing some senator recruitment and working on more stuff with Bublr Bikes.

ff. **Dylan Schneider** – Nothing to report.

gg. **Emma Horvath** – Nothing to report.

hh. **Michael Kirsanov** – Nothing to report.

ii. **Seth Kochheiser** – Nothing to report.

jj. **Becky Eaton** – Has been reaching out to EAAC meeting.

kk. **Robert Bavisotto** – Nothing to report.

ll. **Reed Heintzkill** – Has attended first

mm. **OAC** – Has set up meeting for the referral of investigation.

nn. **Nathan** – Has been working with getting started on his job and has made a major decision due to lack of enrollment funds. They are no longer doing large event fund grants in hearings.

oo. **SAPS** – Fall transfer and freshman elections are taking place in October. Has trained over 200 students for grants.

V. **Open Forum**

Brandon and Eric are here to talk about the parking issue and want to bring up the issue that they are unable to get passes. They want to ask for a solution especially soon. They want to know if they should wait or begin to seek a solution.

Connor speaks that he is concerned about this as well. He called Alderman Kovak and spoke to him. He said that the police department misinterpreted and have been told to no longer hand the permits out. Connor is upset that it has been implemented wrong for so long as well as there being no notice given to anyone prior to the change. Connor is saying that we would make legislation to have an ordinance change. He encourages the students to reach out to Alderman and partner with him. Eric speaks that he has reached out and not received a reply, he says that the ordinance was changed to prevent fraud, but he is upset that it is also affecting people who are not committing fraud. Eric also says that neighborhood housing reached out, but mostly remained neutral. He wants to say that he wants to partner and lobby.

Brandon wants to know if the students could be given notice as many people still do not know. Reed wants to mention that it will affect a lot of graduate students and would love to partner Michael agrees.

VI. **Approval of Agenda**

a. Motion by Robert to approve the Agenda. Seconded. Motion to approve Agenda passes unanimously.

VII. **Special Orders**

a. Senator Appointments

i. **Yugg Kolhe – CEAS Senator**

Yugg approaches and speaks. Motion to approve by Reed. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.
ii. Zen Johnston – Non-Traditional Student Senator

Zen approaches and speaks. Motion to approve by Reed. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

iii. Daniel Schindler - College of Letters and Science Senator

Daniel approaches and speaks. Motion to approve by Emma. Seconded.

Reed would like to oppose the approval of Daniel to senate with a prepared statement that he then passes out to the senate. He states that Daniel blocked graduate representatives and especially blocked Reed from SAC with unjust cause.

Daniel replies that he did not discriminate against graduate students, but did not approve Reed because he did not believe was appropriate for SAC.

Zen moves to vote via secret ballot.

Reed asks about why. Zen says that people have personal connections and believes that it would be more appropriate.

Motion passes.

Secret ballot commences.

Aye: 6
Nay: 5
Abstain: 1

Motion fails.

iv. Valerie Edgington - LGBT Advocacy Senator

Valerie approaches and speaks. Motion to approve by Clarence. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

v. Jared Wescott – At-Large Senator

Jared approaches and speaks. Motion to approve by Emma. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

b. Committee Appointments

i. Libby Kendl – AMHC
ii. Zen F Johnston – SFC

iii. Dylan Schneider – SFC

iv. Ahmad Abbas – GSFC

v. Camron Blau - ACLGBT+A

vi. Sam Bomkamp – GSRC

vii. Michael Kirsanov – CACMH

viii. Clarence Kinnard – ESMC

Motion to package and approve all committee appointments by Daniel. Seconded.

Ahmad speaks for their nomination.

Motion passes unanimously.

I. Old Business

a. Approval of the senate minutes from 09-08-19

Motion to approve by Robert. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

II. New Business

a. Parliamentary procedure training

Quincy gives a Powerpoint presentation on how to perform parliamentary procedure.

b. Rescheduling of December 1st meeting

Connor speaks about the meeting that is scheduled on the Sunday directly after Thanksgiving, it might not be the best time to have a meeting due to travel and such things.

Motion to reschedule by Robert. Seconded.

Becky asks about what day might we reschedule to. Reed suggests the Sunday after (8th), due to all SAC grants that needed to be voted on.

Sarah also mentions that there must be at least one meeting in December. Reed wonders if having the one Sunday is enough.

Reed amends the motion from Sunday December 1st to December 8th. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

All in favor of approving motion as amended. Passes unanimously.

c. Open committee appointments
Conal speaks about what this agenda item is: nominating yourself for a committee, also liaisons speak on their committee. Conal speaks on ESMC and the GSRC. Sam speaks on transportation. Connor speaks on SLIC and SLC. Sydney speaks on WAC and LGBTQ+. Stefan speaks on SFC. Katie speaks on ROAC and EAAC.

Reed point of information, how many committees do they need to be on and how many is the max?

Sydney states that at least 1 and no more than 4. Connor clarifies that this is only for SA related committees.

Zen nominates themselves for the ICC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Yugg nominates themselves for the ROAC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Daniel nominates themselves for SLIC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Daniel nominates themselves for ROAC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Jared nominates themselves for ROAC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Amanda nominates themselves for SLC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Jared resends their nomination to ROAC.

Michael nominated themselves for SLC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Emma nominates themselves for the WAC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Valerie nominates themselves for WAC. Seconded. Motion passes unanimously.

Dylan point of information, is this the last time to apply? No, Sarah says you can always apply and get approved by the president.

d. Committee breakout session

Motion to recess. Clarified that adjournment would be just as effective. The senate moves on.
III. Questions and Concerns

Reed wishes to point out that there is an opportunity to support fellow student who tore up the sign of the person who held the swastika sign up at the Jewish gathering. ASL awareness week, Becky encourages people to contact them if they want to attend.

IV. Adjournment

Meeting adjourned by chair.

Meeting adjourned at 6:38 pm